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The following article was designed to assist role playing game masters in creating warm, 

life-like, and unique maps for their campaigns.  This is not to say the maps produced by 

most GMs/DMs are currently unsatisfactory.  On the contrary, I think more and better 

maps are being created now than ever in the past, thanks to the convenience and power of 

modern software applications.   

 

On the other hand, in my humble experience I have noticed that most RPG cartographers 

(including myself) know little of the historical mapmaking they so often attempt to 

emulate.  Instead of authentic medieval maps, three styles dominate RPG maps today:   

 

1) artistic maps ala’ J.R.R. Tolkien  

2) phototrealistic/satellite image influenced maps 

3) artistic, “painterly” map idiosyncratic to the RPG community     

 

While each of these styles have merit, beauty, and function, I firmly believe a quick look 

into the history of cartography can enliven and improve the cartographer’s vision.  

Hence, I decided to systematize my foggy ideals of what comprises an “authentic” map in 

order to create “good” player handout maps.   (GMs, as we know, by necessity need 

accurate, detailed maps, so I am not as concerned with that area).   I’m using this article 

mainly for myself, but also offering it to you as well in hopes it includes some scant help, 

idea, or stepping stone. 

 

Below are listed the assumptions and practices of medieval European cartographers in 

unforgivably glossy terms, compiled by me, a cartography amateur.  I have organized 

each item as a separate “fact,” although each overlaps the anothers.  For medieval RPG 

enthusiasts I have also jotted some specific advice, including ideas for what maps might 

be like in an altered historical RPG setting, for I know few fantasy worlds that perfectly 

parallel the real world’s historical timeline. 

 

Finally, although archeologists have recovered examples of maps stretching as far back 

as 6200 BC (in Anatolia [Turkey]), and although classical Greeks & Romans drafted 

wonderful maps and charts (especially Ptolemy, c. 85-165 A.D.), and although regions 

outside Europe created masterful maps in the Middle Ages (especially Arabia), the 

following notes will all but ignore them.  I shall focus on medieval maps created in the 

technological level of most RPG campaign settings:  Europe between the 7
th

 & 14
th

 

centuries.  This is a tremendous time span, and medieval maps developed and progressed 

across the years, so I have often been forced to generalize to a high degree.  Please keep 

that in mind.  
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I have placed a bibliography at the end of the list of the sources that helped me think 

through the ideas herein.  If you find errors with my assertions, please contact me, for as I 

said:  I created this to learn. 

 

 

I.  Medieval maps were created for specific purposes 

Maps are tools;  they are created for specific purposes, be they economic, military, 

architectural, or for sheer survival.  Not until very recently would anyone draft a map to 

merely capture geography—and even less as either a hobby or l’art pour l’art. 

 

A map’s depiction always corresponds to its purpose.  A spice merchant’s navigation 

chart has different symbols, image details, style, etc. than does a canvass some king 

commissions to display his vast kingdom to visitors.   

 

Also note that few people in the Middle Ages could read;  hence maps for an illiterate 

audience would contain few words.  Maybe just some place names next to pictures that 

make obvious what the word means.   

 

Note that a medieval map’s purpose was rarely a traveler’s map; this is one tool that was 

rarely necessary, since there were few tourists in the Middle Ages.   Perhaps one may 

find a quick sketch of major landmarks, but never would one (easily) be able to dig up a 

“general map” of a place.  Admittedly, road maps did exist, but these had specific 

purposes other than tourists’ traveling, such as a map of the vast Roman road system 

created for military planning, taxation routes, etc. 

 

Two ideas for map purposes & consequent forms are 1) religious “world maps” showing 

the spheres of heaven, earth, etc.  (ex: Dante’s allegorical map of hell in Inferno);  and 2)  

national heritage maps showing religious or historical events, structures, etc.  (much as 

what we see in tourist maps today, combining present with past on one map). 

 

 

RPG Advice:   

• If players find a map, it should have a specific purpose (economic, military, 

bureaucratic, etc.);  it should display symbols, text, style, medium, etc. befitting 

that purpose. 

• Decide the quality level a cartographer (or a commissioner) would request:  would 

a medieval military map be ornately designed, using bright, expensive colors? 

• Maps should be a bit like characters:  they should have a history, from “birth” to 

initial/early use, to whatever circumstance brought them into the players’ hands.  

The map should show appropriate wear for its “life,” too!  (i.e., don’t 

automatically put on burnt edges, bloodstains, etc….) 

• Players should 1) value maps—especially detailed, accurate maps—as essential to 

their trade, yet difficult to find;  and 2) think outside the box when seeking to 

purchase a map (would a census taker have a map he’d like to sell?  Maybe a 

traveling merchant?) 
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• The “long lost treasure map” motif (or long lost dungeon map, etc.) is useful, but 

trite—and oftentimes nonsensical.  Make sure to ask why this map was created 

and by what hand. 

 

 

 

II.  Medieval maps were not geographically accurate 

Even today with our wonderful technology “all maps are estimations, generalizations, 

and interpretations of true geographic conditions” (Aber).  Generally, not until the 

Renaissance did maps even attempt to accurately depict every mile of land, sea, or 

Earth—and even when they did, they usually failed, for although we don’t think much of 

it today, measurement of miles and miles would be a difficult process involving much 

legwork, much calculation, and even more estimation.  Even into the 20
th

 century maps 

were skewed.  Every map is built with mathematics, and the glue of every map is 

guesswork.  Look at any early map of someplace familiar to you and this is readily 

apparent;  in fact, they seem rather crude and cartoonish, with coasts being unvaried 

straight lines, and so forth. 

 

Many medieval maps of land & sea would include major landmarks, usually in correct 

“order” (on a road, for instance), but not to scale.  In fact, their special inaccuracies 

would probably—in many cases—be laughable, with the depiction of the land bearing 

little resemblance to reality.   

 

Many medieval mapmakers also hated blank space;  they would often enlarge places or 

move locations—or, sometimes, even invent locations!—just to fill the space.   Countless 

maps include nonexistent islands and continents, often times just as place fillers.  

Additionally, map errors were carried on and compounded because most maps were not 

originals, but copies--copies of copies of copies of a centuries-old original that was 

inaccurate in the first place! 

 

And this should be pretty obvious:  remember no maps of the entire world’s geography 

were created until 1508.  And even these were not accurate.  Earlier maps of the world 

were either mythological (usually what we would call a “chart” today, as in a textbook) 

or  local/regional, with some scant national or international maps, as well as a dash of  

navigational/coastline maps.  In the sense we have & use them today,  “world maps” 

were unheard of in the medieval era.   

 

RPG  Advice:   

• A player’s map should never be accurate—and sometimes it should be downright 

wrong!  Use this in your game, too:  looking for a nonexistent place and/or 

landmark can make for interesting and realistic adventures. 

• Fill maps.  Leave no space untouched (look at historical maps for examples!) 

• Although they may wish to briefly show players a campaign world map in order 

to give them a clear image of your vision of the world, GMs should never give 

characters a world map!   Note: This advice could be broken, possibly, if a 

medieval RPG nation were interested in vast exploration, colonization, and such, 
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and if they had the economic resources and mathematical learning to complete 

such endeavors.  But also account for the implications of this…  Ditto if magical 

means could produce maps. 

• The skewed depictions on historical maps may cause one to believe pre-modern 

cartographers were unable to create an accurate map, but this is not wholly true.  

The ancient Greeks and the medieval Arabs [who used the ancients’ writings] 

were especially intelligent, able to calculate charts using mathematics, 

observation, and reason to high degrees of sophistication!   The means existed in 

the Middle Ages, but classical learning was lost.  Now, a fantasy RPG campaign 

could include a guild or a tradition of mapping excellence, of course, perhaps 

even dedicating buildings to cartography, etc. 

 

 

III.  Medieval maps were statements of values 

Maps are never neutral:  they are statements by a person, a society, or a civilization.   

Maps depict not merely the lay of the land, but the cartographer’s ideas, prejudices, 

hopes, theology, and general worldview.  They are teachers, comforters, and arguments.  

Maps are statements of values!   

 

A clear example is centering:  whatever is most important in the worldview of the 

cartographer (or his financer) will be most likely fall dead-center.  For example, the 

country or city of origin could take center stage.  Many medieval maps placed Jerusalem 

at the center of the world (and the Apostles’ graves are at the four corners of the world, 

etc.).  

 

Note that the value-laden nature of maps is even true in the surprisingly accurate 

cartography of both the ancient Greek and the medieval Arabic worlds,  but these cultures 

valued accurate scientific calculation;  they therefore put their values to useful service by 

drafting accurate representations of geography.  (We could perhaps claim this also about 

the scientific, efficiency-focused mindset of the modern world as well.  How many 

beautiful maps of America do you see today, vs. the ubiquitous highly detailed, highly 

accurate, highly “business like” map?) 

 

Symbolic representation was important in most early medieval maps.  For example,  

continents could be drawn as ovals, circles, or squares to show God’s artistry & 

perfection.   These maps taught theology, they were intended to display the ordering of 

the universe.  Similarly, a king’s homeland could be enlarged by the cartographer to 

enhance its magnificence.  Consequently, in both examples geographical accuracy fell 

largely to the wayside. 

 

Of note also is that north was not always “up”;  this convention did not evolve until 

much, much later.  In most medieval maps East was “up”, for it occupied a place of 

importance:  there the sun rises, and there the Garden of Eden was said to lie.   Even the 

orientation of the map showed the culture’s values. 
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The artistic qualities of maps also evidence the artist’s/culture’s values.  In the middle 

ages, art largely was non-perspective, non “realistic”, and oftentimes very “plain”.  Of 

course, illuminated books of the time (esp. the Bible) boasted intricate designs and gold 

leaf to catch the eye, and sometimes this spilled over into mapmaking.  If art or lovely 

maps is valued, the artist will spend more time creating it. 

 

RPG Advice: 

• When making an RPG map always ask who drew it, why they drew, and how their 

values and prejudices would influence their hands.  List out these features and 

their consequences for the map. 

• After deciding the cartographer’s values, use this to create the map’s guiding 

motif(s).  The map should be rife with symbolic depictions, drawings, 

descriptions, place names, and such matching the values.  (Note: As with the 

Greeks, science could be the value an RPG nation as well, producing accurate 

cartography, but remember that this would deeply color their entire culture as 

well!) 

• Make sure the “quality level” of every map aligns with the artist’s/culture’s 

values:  painting a map by hand is painstaking;  making it beautiful increases 

production time and cost (for gold leaf, bright dyes, etc.). Is it worth it?  Why? 

• Perhaps have north be to the left?  :) 

 

 

 

IV.  Medieval maps were rare and expensive 

Because maps were drafted & copied by hand, they were rare—especially beautifully 

drawn maps.  No one could go to a store and simply purchase a map (not even a simple 

road map);  maps needed to be purposefully commissioned, then either researched and 

painted from scratch or else copied from an older map.   Now, archeologists have 

uncovered few records of non-artistic maps, but surely man has been jotting quick visuals  

showing the path from point A to B since time immemorial.  The industry of street maps 

for the common man’s use, though, was nonexistent in medieval Europe. 

 

Until the advent of the printing press in the 15
th

 century (& even then) maps were rare.  

Most people lived their entire lives without seeing even one (except perhaps if it was 

painted / hung on the church wall!)   Oddly, even navigational maps were rare in 

medieval Europe, for sea exploration and colonization was not yet booming. 

 

Commissioning a map would have been an expensive undertaking, requiring locating the 

right person (who is intelligent, mathematical, consistent, and possibly artistic, all at 

once) who has the time and resources to survey the land and such…  You can see both 

why maps were valuable and why fewer maps were originals than were copies. 

 

Note too that many maps were prized for their economic, military, and diplomatic 

purposes.   Until very recent times (and even today, in some cases) maps could be 

considered national secrets--classified information displaying commercial routes, military 

installments, or just “secret places” in general.  Maps are not merely useful pictures. 
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RPG Advice: 

• Maps should not be available to anyone at the drop of a hat—or even at the drop 

of some coin.  Shops would definitely not carry them.    If someone owns a map 

(even a copy), it’s probably worth money! 

• There should be no single map that every NPC knows and uses.   There can—and 

perhaps should—even be conflicting maps about. 

• Local peasants and such would know little to nothing about the world outside 

their villages.  They may be able to direct someone to a spot close by, or to a 

landmark close by, but that would be it.  And they would certainly not possess or 

be able to make a map.  

• Although dubious for the Middle Ages, later eras created “strip maps” explaining 

how to travel one road from one place to another, showing crossroads, landmarks, 

mileage, etc.;  this could become a convention in a fantasy RPG world. 

• Map creation, stealing, or confirmation make great plot hooks… 

 

 

IV.  Most medieval maps did not follow most mapping conventions of today 

Not until the Renaissance/Age of Exploration would a map display compass lines   

(originally aided in navigation), also known as graticule, or the net of meridians and 

parallels so familiar today.  A scale and a key are also fairly recent concept in maps, as is 

the compass rose (or, at least, an arrow pointing north).   Most of these conventions did 

not begin until the rise of sea exploration in the 13
th

-14
th

 centuries. 

 

Occasionally Middle Ages maps included “zonal” lines (imagine a circle with a few 

horizontal “stripes” from the top and at the bottom)  representing a region’s proximity to 

the sun (a reasonable assertion, since the climates between each line differed—although 

most thought the closest zone to the sun was impassably hot).      

 

The shapes of the map on the page may vary.  “Cylindrical projection” maps [i.e., an 

oblong egg on it side] of world maps was created in 1569, definitely post-medieval.  

Beforehand, maps were circles (such as the “T-O maps” where the world is an O, inside 

of which are 3 continents divided by T-shaped river-like seas), arcs, strips, or squares. 

 

And the 8.5 x 11 rectangle as the predominant shape of the map’s page was also unusual;  

some maps were huge (ex:  3.5 x 3.5 meters), and others were long (ex: The Peutinger 

Table, a 4th century Roman road map, is 6.75 meters long but a mere 34 cm wide!) 

 

Materials:  because maps were so expensive and time-consuming, mediums were long-

lasting.  The use of parchment would be odd;  generally cloth would be favored.  

Sometimes maps were painted frescos, placed on pottery or wood, or set into mosaics. 

 

RPG Advice:   

• Stop drawing maps on the over-used torn-edged, burnt parchment page.  The very 

reason the edges were burnt & the paper torn & smeared is the same reason 

cartographers would have avoided their use! 
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• Play with shapes & sizes of maps 

• Do not use scales, keys, compasses, etc.  In fact, many maps were not even 

labeled. 

• Do not use fancy navigational lines in the oceans (although ancient Greek maps 

used great grids in their calculations, so these could become convention in an 

RPG world).    

 

 

V.  Most medieval maps were artistic 

Maps were not intended to be stuck in travelers’ hands so they could find their way, but 

instead they were painstakingly illustrated works of art to be hung on cathedral walls or 

in a king’s hall.  Maps were usually hand-painted and beautiful.  In fact, the actual 

geographical portions of many medieval maps only comprises half of the actual area of 

the “page,” the rest being pictures (ex: of angels holding the mapped area, etc.), 

ornamentation, and so forth. 

 

 

The style of the art varies, but generally remember:  perspective in medieval European art 

was “flat.”  In fact, this is one reason behind the modern myth claiming people in the 

“Dark Ages” believed the world was flat:  their maps looked flat.   Realism was not the 

key.   

 

Finally, "Here There Be Dragons (or Tygers, or Monsters)" as a commonplace feature on 

medieval maps is refuted by Livingston, although Johnson states that including 

“increasingly monstrous creatures…towards the edge of the known world”—ranging 

from dragons to unicorns to eye-chested giants—became common.  A fantasy world’s 

map should have no problem with either “monsters” as real or as the artist’s fancy! 

 

RPG Advice: 

• Look to art from the time period and copy its style, remembering that although 

they are both “medieval,” a vast gulf exists between art of 800 AD & of 1400 AD.  

• A popular convention of RPG maps are “waves” (water hashing, etc.) along the 

coasts;  this is basically non-medieval, for carved wooden block printing (&, later, 

copper engraving) did not begin until the 15
th

 century.  Wood cut printing was 

used in China in the 9
th

 century, though, so fantasy worlds could easily have 

developed that technology. 
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